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Introduction

Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be downloaded from OCR.
Unit 3 series overview

In general there was an increase in the level of technical language and an improvement in the understanding of the underlying principles of cyber security. There does however remain a significant number of candidates for whom identity theft and fraud appear to be their go to answers. Whilst Section B will always be more challenging as it is unseen, it is clear that many candidates are not overly familiar with the case study.

High marks require three elements: knowledge of the subject area, an understanding of the requirements of the keyword in the question and an application of the answer to the scenario. In many of the responses marked, one or more of these elements was missing.
Section A overview

Section A was based on the case study and associated tasks. It was based around a Kathmandu Coffee shop where one of its visitors was involved in a cyber security incident. The pre-release included several themes for research that formed the basis of the questions asked within the paper.

Question 1(a)

This section relates to the case study about a cyber security attack on a customer in Nepal.

1 Whilst on holiday in Kathmandu, Mr Thapa used a Wi-Fi access point in a coffee shop to connect his personal mobile phone to the internet to perform a number of tasks. Whilst connected his phone was hacked.

(a) The diagram below shows three types of attacker and three definitions. Draw a line to connect each type of attacker to its correct definition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of attacker</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hactivist</td>
<td>individual who often sends an email trying to get you to pay for goods or opportunities without there being any real end product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phisher</td>
<td>individual who tries to obtain financial or confidential information by sending an email that looks like it has come from a legitimate organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scammer</td>
<td>individual who uses computers to promote their own views on a particular issue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This was done very well by the majority of candidates. Those who answered it incorrectly confused Scammer and Phisher.
Question 1(b)

(b) Explain one reason why Mr Thapa would want to keep his phone secure.

As an explanation, a superficial answer did not gain credit. Answers that referred to personal or sensitive information were not detailed enough and did not include the reason that an explanation demands.

Question 1(c)

(c) One type of attacker is a script kiddie. Complete the table below to identify the likely characteristics of a script kiddie.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Script kiddie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of the responses for age were marked correct and location was done reasonably well. Social group was not answered very well with many stating that they would not be a member of a group. A social group does not just have to be a physical society; it can be an online society as well. Whilst, as many candidates suggested, they would not have any friends at school, they did not consider the digital communities they might be a part of.
Question 1(d)

(d) Discuss the reasons why people, such as Mr. Thapa, can be targets of cyber security attacks in a coffee shop environment.

There were two ways this question could have been answered. Firstly, why a coffee shop was a good environment to use to target people in a cyber security attack and secondly, why Mr Thapa was a likely target of a cyber security attack.

Many of the responses focused on how the attack took place rather than why the target was selected. As a discussion, the depth of reason required to achieve high marks is considerable and many responses were merely lists in sentence form limited the amount of marks they could obtain.

Question 1(e)

(e) Identify and describe one method that could be used by attackers to access Mr Thapa’s phone.

This question was directly linked to the case study and needed to be a method that was likely to have occurred given the scenario. One mark was given for the identification of the method with a further 2 marks for a description of how this would have occurred. There was a wide variety of possible methods given though some of them would not have been possible or delivered the attack from the scenario.
Question 1(f)

Following the phone hack, personal information has been extracted from Mr Thapa’s phone by the attacker.

(f) Using examples, describe three different ways Mr Thapa’s life could be disrupted by cyber criminals using the information obtained from the phone hack.

1. ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................

2. ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................

3. ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................

The use of information gained needed to clearly disrupt Mr Thapa’s life. Identification of what could be obtained was not enough to gain the marks; the candidate needed to go on to show how a cyber criminal having and using this information has a detrimental effect on Mr Thapa.
Question 1(g)

(g) Describe two different access controls Mr Thapa could implement to secure his phone.

1........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
2........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

The key word in this question was access control. Many candidates gave methods that he could use but they were not access controls and so gained no marks.
Question 2(a)

The franchise that owns the coffee shop has employed a cyber security team to investigate the hack into Mr Thapa’s phone.

2 (a) Identify three pieces of information Mr Thapa needs to provide to the cyber security team in order for them to create a cyber security incident report. For each piece of information, state why it is needed by the cyber security team.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This question was answered very well with many candidates gaining high marks. Marks were lost where candidates expected Mr Thapa to give information that would be included in the report but would not have come from him – motivation or intention of the criminal, method used to hack the phone and so on.

It is important that the candidate selects the appropriate response that fits the scenario from the possible answers. Many incorrect answers were headings on the cyber security report and correct for a different question.
Question 2(b)

(b) Mr Thapa has been asked to cooperate with the cyber security team during its investigation.

Explain why it is important to Mr Thapa that each member of the cyber security team has a different role.

There were three aspects to this question. Firstly an explanation, which requires ‘an account of the purposes or reasons’. Secondly why there is a division of roles within a security team and thirdly and most importantly, why this division of roles is important to Mr Thapa. The third point was generally the element that was missed by many candidates. This was the key to the question. Many responses gave reasons why there were different people but not why this was important to Mr Thapa or how it related to him.

Question 2(c)

(c) Explain two ways that the coffee shop could use the review of the incident created by the cyber security team.

1. ..........................................................................................................................

2. ..........................................................................................................................

The use of the review comes after the report has been completed. It is the action that the coffee shop can take based on what the review has concluded happened. Many of the responses were generally in the right area but lacked the detail required at this level. This question followed on from the scenario and how Mr Thapa was hacked and therefore how the coffee should can prevent it. A technical understanding is required the befits a programme of study about cyber security.
Section B overview

Section B assessed knowledge from across the specification and was not linked to the scenario.

Question 3

You do not need the case study to answer these questions.

3. Describe, using an example, how cyber security aims to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data.

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

The CIA triad is the cornerstone of cyber security. The 'how' in the question requires a practical solution that can be implemented. Many candidates were unclear on the differences between the three and any descriptions that reuse the keyword without amplification cannot be given marks.
Question 4(a)*

4  (a)* Justify the effectiveness of using network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) to protect the information stored on a server.  

There were several elements to this question. A justification is 'a reasoned case for actions or decisions made' — in other words, relating to the question, why should a NIDS be used. This requires positive reasons only. It was not an evaluation or discussion but a justification.

The second key element was the focus on the effectiveness of the NIDS. Many candidates chose to list its features rather than how those features were effective in protecting the network.

This question showed a lack of understanding of NIDS as many of the responses given could have been applied to any IDS and lacked a technical knowledge and understanding of this key element of network security.

Question 4(b)

(b) Identify one other type of intrusion detection system that could be used.

Although generally answered very well there were a number of candidates who gave NIDS and many who gave an abbreviation but then wrote the terms out in full — incorrectly.
Question 5

A company should regularly undertake cyber security risk management. Explain why it is not possible to remove all risk.

This was very well answered with many candidates aware of risk and how it could not be eliminated. It was good to see candidates giving a range of reasons including from insiders, the human element, the competition between hackers and defenders and the impossibility of eliminating bugs.

Very few however obtained full marks as their answers were descriptive rather than an explanation.
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